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Whether or not it is unfair, it is also inevitable that people who
eat more food than they need are likely to gain too much weight
This sad fact had "been proved to twenty-sis-year-old Abby Johnson
long before the December day when she first called at the Institute.
The counseling office was warm., but Abby sat through our opening
interview huddled in a shapeless, bulky coat that further increased
her size. In telling us what she thought was wrong with her mar-
riage she obviously was still in love with her husband and blamed
their difficulties on her undisciplined appetite:
Tm five feet seven. I weigh 195 pounds and should weigh 80
pounds less. Yet last night I broke my latest diet again, I ate six
eggs, four pieces of bread, and half a cake, topped off with two
quarts of milk. I just couldn't stop eating.
With me it is apparently a matter of all or nothing. I can live for
weeks skipping breakfast, having a grapefruit for lunch and two
lamb chops or a small steak for dinner. Our sons seem to be eating
every waking minute—our oldest boy must bang the refrigerator
door a hundred times a day—and by 6 p.m. I usually feel as though
I were starving and am so irritable I could scream. However, I can
steel myself and resist the daily temptation of watching the three
boys gobble peanut butter, jelly sandwiches, cookies, and the kind
of sweets I adore.
But then suddenly I get upset over something and go cm an eat-
ing binge. I get upset easily—-too easily. Ive always bee» super-sensi-
tive.
My husband is a CJPA. who does a great deal of work in the
evenings, but yesterday Clark was free and he suggested we do our
major marketing for the week and then take w a movie. A drive-in
was what I supposed he had in mind. The last time he and I en-
tered a regular motion picture theater we both heard an usher re-
mark to the cashier that a man had gone by with a woman who
looked like a bale of hay.
Clark and I have oo baby-sitting problems. We dropped off the

